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Duplicate Edition If you are taking a child development course this is the book you should use.
The only problem was someone in the course got the 8th edition and the wording between both
books was almost word for word. So unless you get a class that uses the 10th edition just save
the money and buy the 8th edition. Generally the book was great and actually place everything
out there, I simply couldn't get past how much it was a duplicate of edition 8. Developing Person
Through Childhood and Adolscents: A book will worth your time I thoroughly enjoy the book
because of the countless ideas that the publication provides on how children develop. Perfect
Help me out a lot thank u In addition, it offers insight on kids with disabilities. It's a book that
every person dealing with kids should read because of its in depth information on how to deal
with children in all phases of life. ... So basically I have to click through each page for chapters
until I reach the one I want. This book was utilized before I got it and offered its purpose for my
course. There are interesting concepts in this reserve that I might even look back on as
necessary for further studies. Favorite Textbook. This should not be offered on ebook version if
it isn't formatted for it. Very well written and organized. Thanks! I really learned a lot reading
this textbook. The pages show up blank, they don't load, or on the off possibility they do, you
can barely browse the formatting. A lot of photos, graphs, and examples were included. I have
never had this problem before. was extremely eye-opening to my profession (teaching). Some
items that I read had been truly heartbreaking, but very interesting. As expected As expected
Got the PDF version for only 15 bucks This was a required reading for our psychology class and
its own a good book, however the price is too much. Thankfully Amazon experienced it!! Great
experience! The book came on time and it was in the condition stated on the website. It is for
college,and precisely what I required for one of my early childhood classes. And in addition I
love how it breaks the topics down. EBook does NOT work While looking because of this specific
version of the text, it was very hard to find. I love it. Personally i think like I discovered a whole
lot about the development of children. I acquired the ebook from college student textbooks for
only 15 bucks rather than the 152 ? Good used copy Must have. Utilized this book for one of my
psychology course and it very complete.Thank you very much I appreciate your service but it has
some very nice information in it and is simple to read I purchased this for a college class,
nonetheless it has some great details in it and is easy to read.! It’s perfect! Appears like a new
reserve! Great deal! Enjoyable to read, compared to other textbooks. Very educational. Great
Book Just what I wanted! None the less, it had been also an ebook, which intended no paying and
looking forward to shipping, since my class had already started. I usually download these to the
Kindle app and read on my computer. Nevertheless, this book does not work on the Kindle app
AT ALL! It was an online class, so having a great textbook was imperative. Now, I have to read it
through the Amazon internet site and this too is flawed. Even though I click on desk of contents,
it takes me to chapter 1 each time. was necessary for a course and I got a good deal on Amazon
in comparison with my university bookstore This book was required for a class and I acquired
much on Amazon as compared to my university bookstore. I am extremely disappointed which
makes my studying extremely difficult. Great My child needed this for school and it was way less
then what the school was charging I feel like We learned a whole lot about the advancement of
children This textbook kept me thinking & This was among my favorite textbooks. The book also
offers parents and teachers tips on how best to provide better look after children.
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